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Rheumatoid ArthritisLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	This authoritative clinical reference provides comprehensive coverage of all aspects of rheumatoid arthritis. The basics of rheumatoid arthritis are thoroughly covered in order to provide a firm foundation for the main focus of the text: therapy and clinical management of the disease. Practitioners will find detailed information on both...
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Modern Nutrition in Health and Disease (Modern Nutrition in Health & Disease (Shils))Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		The Tenth Edition of this widely acclaimed book is a complete, authoritative reference on nutrition and its role in contemporary medicine, dietetics, nursing, public health, and public policy. Distinguished international experts provide in-depth information on historical landmarks in nutrition, specific dietary components,...
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Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation: Principles and Practice (2 Volume Set)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		The gold-standard physical medicine and rehabilitation text is now in its Fourth Edition—with thoroughly updated content and a more clinical focus. More than 150 expert contributors—most of them new to this edition—address the full range of issues in contemporary physical medicine and rehabilitation and present...
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The Core Curriculum: Cardiopulmonary Imaging (The Core Curriculum Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2003

	Introducing a brand-new volume of The Core Curriculum--a series of textbooks that are indispensable as both guides for radiology residents' rotations and study tools for written boards or recertification exams. Each volume of The Core Curriculum examines one key area--such as ultrasound, neuroradiology, musculoskeletal...
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Clinically Oriented Anatomy, Fifth EditionLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		Clinically Oriented Anatomy, Fifth Edition provides first-year medical and allied health students with the clinically oriented anatomical information that they need in study and practice. This book is renowned for its comprehensive coverage of anatomy, presented as it relates to the practice of medicine, dentistry, and...
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Pediatric Nephrology (Avner, Pediatric Nephrology)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2003

	Pediatric Nephrology is the premier comprehensive reference on congenital and acquired kidney diseases and their therapies in children. Section One opens with an overview of the anatomy, physiology, and biology of the pediatric kidney, critical to understanding disease. Section Two covers the evaluation, diagnosis, and therapy of...
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Substance Abuse: A Comprehensive Textbook (Spiral Manual)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		The premier text on substance abuse and addictive behaviors is now in its updated and expanded Fourth Edition, with up-to-the-minute insights from more than 150 experts at the front lines of patient management and research. This edition features expanded coverage of the neurobiology of abused substances, new pharmacologic therapies...
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Infectious DiseasesLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2003

	
		The Third Edition of this definitive reference provides comprehensive guidelines on the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of every infectious disease seen in current clinical practice. More than 300 world-class practitioners detail the full range of clinical infections, microbial agents, viruses, mycobacteria, fungi, and parasites...
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Reese and Betts' A Practical Approach to Infectious Diseases (Practical Approach to Infectious Diseases (Betts))Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2002

	Now in its thoroughly revised, updated Fifth Edition, this handbook is a practical, easily accessible, and authoritative guide to the diagnosis and treatment of infectious diseases. Leading experts present realistic clinical approaches to infectious disease problems seen in hospital and outpatient settings and offer up-to-the-minute advice on...
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Echocardiography, Sixth EditionLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		The thoroughly revised Sixth Edition of Feigenbaum's Echocardiography reflects recent changes in the technology and clinical use of echocardiography. Included are detailed discussions of tissue Doppler imaging, harmonic imaging and its impact on tissue and contrast visualization, new applications of myocardial perfusion...
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Manual of Clinical Hematology (Lippincott Manual Series (Formerly known as the Spiral Manual Series))Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2002

	Completely revised for its Third Edition, this Spiral(R) Manual is a practical quick-reference guide for the diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the blood. Coverage includes leukemias, disorders of lymph nodes, bleeding disorders, anemias, and platelet disorders. The book is organized by disease type, with several chapters broken down into...
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Sauer's Manual of Skin Diseases (Manual of Skin Diseases (Sauer)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		The best-selling dermatology manual for medical students, residents, and primary care practitioners, Sauer's Manual of Skin Diseases is in its revised, updated Ninth Edition. It provides step-by-step instructions and algorithms for diagnosis and treatment of all common skin conditions. Unique features include more than 400...
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